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Abstract: The molecular mechanisms of three intramolecular rearrangements (I, the rearrangement of
allyloxycycloheptatriene to yield tricyclic ketones; II, the cycloaddition of a nitrone-alkene to render
two tricyclic isoxazolidines; and III, the decomposition of N-carbamoyl-L-proline in tetrahydro-
1H-pyrrolo[1,2-c]imidazole-1,3(2H)-dione plus water, or tetrahydro-1H,3H-pyrrolo[1,2-c]oxazole-1,3-
dione plus ammonia) have been studied by means of the bonding evolution theory (BET). The thermal
rearrangement I is composed by a sigmatropic rearrangement coupled to an intramolecular Diels–
Alder reaction. The sigmatropic reaction comprises four steps: (1) rupture of an O-C single chemical
bond, (2) transformation of a C-O single to double bond, (3) creation of pseudo-radical centers on
carbon atoms coupled with a double C-C bond evolving to single and the other C-C double bond
migration, and (4) formation of the new C-C single bond. For the Diels–Alder reaction, the process
can be described as an initial formation of up to four monosynaptic V(C) basins in two successive
steps, coupled with the loss of the double bond character of the three initial double bonds, followed
by the consecutive formation of two new C-C bonds, with the new double C-C bond formation
sensed in between the formation of the first and the second C-C bonds. For reaction II, the bond
forming process is described by the depopulation of N-C and C-C double bonds with the creation of
a V(N) and two V(C) monosynaptic basins, followed by an O-C and C-C bond-forming processes via
the creation of V(O,C) and V(C,C) disynaptic basins. Finally, for the thermal decomposition III, the
reaction mechanism for the water elimination takes place in four events which can be summarized
as follows: (1) the depopulation of V(N) with the formation of C-N, (2) the rupture of the C-O
bond with transfer of its population to V(O), (3) the restoration of an N nitrogen lone pair via H-N
bond cleavage, and (4) the formation of O-H illustrating the water molecule release. For the case of
deamination, the events (1) and (2) correspond to the breaking and forming process of H-O and H-N
bonds, respectively, while last events deal with the C-O bond formation and the elimination of the
NH3 molecule.

Keywords: bonding evolution theory (BET); electron localization function (ELF); catastrophe theory;
intramolecular reactions

1. Introduction

The concept of bonding is central to understanding chemical structures and reac-
tions [1,2]. Chemical rearrangements involve the formation or cleavage of chemical bonds
when they take place. However, the criteria used for characterizing a chemical bond, its
physical origin and nature are still a subject of debate.

The foundation of chemical bonding was laid with the “electronic structure revolution”
initiated by Gilbert Lewis, in which the fundamental concept of the chemical bond as a pair
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of shared electrons between two or more nuclei was established [3]. During several decades,
Lewis’s idea was a cornerstone for many quantum theories such as valence bond (VB)
theory [4,5], molecular orbital (MO) theory [6] and conceptual density functional theory
(CDFT) [7,8] that have been developed for the understanding of the structure of matter and
chemical reactivity. However, the main question related to how the chemical bond forming
and breaking process takes place along the reaction pathway remains a big challenge for
organic chemists. From the electron density, which is experimentally measurable (X-ray
diffraction spectra), Bader has shown that it is possible to rigorously divide the molecular
space in atomic volumes within his quantum theory called “Quantum Theory of Atoms in
Molecules” (QTAIM) [9,10]. QTAIM is a quantum model that characterizes the chemical
bond of a molecular system via a topological charge density approach. QTAIM also
allows determination of certain physical properties such as atomic charges, energy and
electric multipoles [10]. In addition, QTAIM was the cornerstone for the development of
Quantum Chemical Topology, which has been related to Electron Localization Function
(ELF) proposed by Becke and Edgecombe [11] and Electron Localizability Indicator (ELI-
D) proposed by Kohout [12,13]. ELF measures the probability to find an electron pair
in a multi-electron system while ELI-D carries out the chemical bonding signatures in a
molecular system.

The development of the ELF and ELI-D functions has allowed the study of electron
density rearrangement of bonding changes along a reaction path to become an attractive
method to characterize a reaction mechanism. To perform these analyses quantitatively,
Krokidis and Silvi proposed the joint use of ELF topology [11] and Thom’s catastrophe the-
ory (CT) [14] within the Bonding Evolution Theory, BET [15,16] as a new tool for studying
the electronic changes occurring along a given chemical rearrangement. BET has been used
as an appropriate quantum tool to gain a deep insight into the molecular mechanisms on a
wide range of chemical reactions including denitrogenations, decompositions, formation of
anionic complexes, cycloadditions [17–32] and even radical reactions [33].

In this work, we will continue this research line by studying the changes of electron
density associated with the different reaction pathways of three intramolecular reactions.
The first one we will investigate is the rearrangement of allyloxycycloheptatriene to yield
tricyclic ketones, that was studied by Cupas et al. [34], who performed a chemical thermal
rearrangement of allyloxycycloheptatriene in order to prepare new bridged polycyclic
hydrocarbon derivatives (tricyclic ketones) via [3,3] sigmatropic and intramolecular Diels–
Alder reactions. The second example was taken from the work of Saubern et al. [35], in
which the synthesis of tricyclic-isoxazolidine molecules via intramolecular [3 + 2] cycload-
dition reactions of nitrones is reported, while the associated potential energy surfaces have
been explored by Chafaa et al. [36]. Both studies concluded that the fused/endo was the
most favorable reaction path among fused and bridged reaction paths. The third and
final example was extracted from the Seijas et al. paper [37]. They studied the conver-
sion of N-carbamoyl-L-proline into hydantoin-L-proline using powder synchrotron X-ray
diffraction and by direct heating at 470 K. The authors proposed a reaction mechanism
(nucleophilic intramolecular substitution) involving both the lone pair of the NH2 group
and the carboxylic acid group of the N-carbamoyl-L-proline.

The main aim of the present work is to answer the following questions to reach a
better understanding of the nature of these intramolecular processes: (a) Where and how
do electron density changes take place throughout the reaction progress? (b) How can this
rearrangement be related to chemical events such as the bond breaking/forming processes
throughout the reaction progress? (c) How can these electronic reorganizations be described
in detail? Or, in other words, what types of catastrophes and structural stability domains
(SSDs) appear along each reaction pathway during the BET analysis?

2. Computational Background and Method

Following the Bader idea, Becke and Edgecombe have proposed the electron localiza-
tion function (ELF), which measures the maximal probability for finding an electron pair
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in a molecular species (molecule or crystal) [11]. The electron localization function (η) is
defined by the following equation:
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According to the Silvi–Savin approach [15,38] for a topological analysis, the electron
localization function partitions the molecular space into different atomic basins. For that,
two types of basins have been identified: core and valence basins. Valence basins, which are
very important for a better description of chemical bond, are classified into monosynaptic
basins [V(A)] and disynaptic basins [V(A,B)]. The first basin type is linked to lone pairs
while the second is linked to shared electrons.

In order to evaluate the synchronicity of the chemical process along the different
structural stability domains found in the BET analysis of the reaction pathway, we have
defined in previous works [39,40] the synchronicity (Sy) index according to the following
Equations (4)–(6), to be used when the number of SSDs is at least three:

Sy = 1− 2

n(n− 1)
(

S f − S0

) n

∑
i = 1

n

∑
j = i+1

(Sj − Si) (4)

where n is the number of SSDs found along the BET analysis minus one, while S f and S0
are the final and initial IRC values, respectively. In Equation (4), Sj and Si represent the
values of IRC for the appearance of topological changes between SSDs. The maximum Sy
value is 1 and its minimum value can be also determined by the following Equation (5):
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From Equations (4) and (5), the absolute synchronicity, Sabs
y , on a zero-to-one scale, is

defined as:

Sabs
y =

Sy − Smin
y

1− Smin
y

(6)

The geometry of reactants, transition states and products were fully optimized using
M06-2X [41] DFT functional together with cc-pVTZ basis set as implemented in Gaussian
16 [42]. The stationary points were characterized by frequency calculations in order to verify
the number of imaginary frequencies (zero for local minima and one for transition states).
In addition, the interconnectivity between the two minima (reactants and products) was
verified by tracing the Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate (IRC) [43] curves within the second
order Gonzalez–Schlegel integration method [44,45].

For the topological analysis within the BET theory, the wave function was extracted at
each point of the IRCs and the ELF calculation was performed by means of the TopMod
package [46] considering a cubic grid smaller than 0.2 bohr. This calculation renders the ELF
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basins, either bonding, hydrogenated or non-bonding, as well as the electron population
of each of the basins (i.e., of each of the bonds or lone pairs). We can then analyze the
evolution of the population of those basins along the IRC and draw arrows representing
the electron density flows. The basin population evolution along the IRC and the ELF
isosurfaces of some chosen basins were visualized using Drawprofile and Drawmol [47,48].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. BET Analysis along the Chemical Rearrangement of Allyloxycycloheptatriene Yielding
Two Tricyclic Ketones

The chemical reaction yielding the formation of the tricyclic ketones 3 and 4 takes
place via two steps, Scheme 1. The first one deals with the [3,3] sigmatropic rearrangement
of allyloxycycloheptatriene, with formation of the intermediate 2, while the second cor-
responds to the conversion of intermediate 2 into cycloadducts (tricyclic ketones) via an
intramolecular Diels–Alder process (see also supplementary material).

Scheme 1. Thermal sigmatropic rearrangement of allyloxycycloheptatriene to yield the tricyclic
ketones 3 and 4.

First Step: The BET Analysis along the [3,3] Sigmatropic Rearrangement of Allyloxy-
cycloheptatriene.

Figure 1 displays the evolution along the IRC of the electron population of each basin
engaged in the [3,3] sigmatropic rearrangement of allyloxycycloheptatriene according
to the BET analysis. From this Figure, it can be seen that the procces of bond breaking
(O8-C9) and forming (C6-C11) takes place along four SSDs. At the beginning of the first
domain (distances d(O8-C9) = 1.427 Å and d(C6-C11) = 3.721 Å) the main basins (mono
and disynaptic) are populated as follows: 3.52e for V(C6,C7), 1.42e for V(C7,O8), 4.97e
for V(O8), 1.24e for V(O8,C9), 2.07e for V(C9,C10) and 3.44e for V(C10,C11), see Table S1
in the supporting information. It is worth noting that to avoid including non-significant
data in the discussion, we will report the evolution along the IRCs of the total electron
population of the set of basins accounting for each initial, final or transient double bond for
all processes studied. Therefore, in the present case, the population reported as V(C10,C11)
is the cumulated population of the basins appearing between C10 and C11 (two at the
beginning of the process, one at the end) and the population reported as V(C9,C10) is
also the cumulated population of the basins appearing between C9 and C10 (one at the
beginning of the process, two at the end).

The transition between SSD-I and SSD-II (d(O8-C9) = 1.711 Å and d(C6-C11) = 2.167 Å)
deals with the cleavage of an O8-C9 single chemical bond and the transfer of its electron
population to an O8 lone pair. This cusp catastrophe allows increase of the population of
V(O8) basin by 0.51e. In addition, the population of the V(C7,O8) basin slightly increases
by 0.17e along SSD-I, and reaches 1.63e at the beginning of SSD-II. Along SSD-II, the
population of the V(O8) basin records a loss of 0.34e and the populations of V(C9,C10) and
V(C7,O8) increase by 0.26 and 0.14e, respectively.

The increase of the V(C7,O8) population continues along the third domain, SSD-III
(d(O8-C9) = 1.857 Å and d(C6-C11) = 2.035 Å), illustrating the C7-O8 single to double
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bond transformation. The same observation is noted for the V(C9,C10) basin. However,
the main topological changes appearing along this domain correspond to the creation
of two pseudo-radical centers [49] on C6 and C11 carbon atoms by means of two fold-type
catastrophes. These two new monosynaptic basins [V(C6) and V(C11)] are populated with
0.41 and 0.28e at the beginning of the SSD-III domain, while the V(C6,C7) and V(C10,C11)
disynaptic basins lose 0.42 and 0.52e, respectively.

Figure 1. Population evolution (in e) of selected basins along the IRC associated with TS1.

Finally, at the beginning of the last domain, SSD-IV (d(O8-C9) = 1.949 Å and d(C6-
C11) = 1.939 Å), the two new monosynaptic V(C6) and V(C11) basins disappear by combin-
ing together in order to form the disynaptic V(C6,C11) basin, which illustrates the formation
of C6-C11 bond. The new V(C6,C11) basin holds a population of 1.05e and reaches 1.83e at
the end of the domain. In parallel to that, we note also the total transformation of C7-O8
and C9-C10 single bonds into double ones (with of a total population of 2.38 and 3.42e for
V(C7,O8) and V(C9,C10)) and the total depopulation of C6-C7 and C10-C11 double bonds
into single ones, see also Figure 2.

Figure 2. ELF basin isosurfaces (η = 0.7) of each of the SSDs found along the IRC associated with TS1.
Color labeling of the basins is adopted according to Figure 1.

The main electron density motions can be schematically drawn as shown in Scheme 2,
in which the disappearing basins (or in the case of double bonds, the basins losing a
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significant part of their population) are red colored, while the appearing basins are green
colored. The curly arrows stand for electron density flows and the large dots represent
monosynaptic basins.

Scheme 2. Curly arrow representations of the main electron density flows of the reaction from 1 to 2.

The IRC curve of TS1 pathway starts at −13.37 Bohr amu1/2 and ends at 14.67 Bohr
amu1/2, and the different SSDs appear at −0.65, 0.33 and 0.98 Bohr amu1/2. With these
values, the calculated Sy and Sabs

y are 0.96 and 0.94, respectively, thus indicating that the
bond breaking/forming process takes place with a highly (94%) synchronous character.

Second Step: The BET Analysis along the Chemical Conversion of Intermediate 2
into the Tricyclic Ketones 3 and 4.

The second step deals with the conversion of intermediate 2 into tricyclic ketones that
takes place via two channels: fused and bridged. For the fused (TS2-a) and bridged (TS2-b)
channels, a series of five and four SSDs (Figures 3 and S1), respectively, are found along the
corresponding IRCs.

Figure 3. Population evolution (in e) of selected basins along the IRC associated with TS2-a.

For the fused channel yielding the species 3, the first domain, SSD-I (initial distances,
d(C1-C9) = 3.653 Å and d(C4-C10) = 3.115 Å), depicts the electron population of different
atomic basins of intermediate 2 engaged in the formation of the new C-C chemical bonds,
see Table S2. There are four main disynaptic basins describing the double bonds C1-C2
[V(C1,C2) with 3.30e], C3-C4 [V(C3,C4) with 3.33e] and C9-C10 [V(C9,C10) with 3.42e],
and the single C2-C3 bond [V(C2,C3) with 2.28e]. At the end of the domain, some popula-
tion changes are observed for different basins: V(C1,C2), V(C3,C4) and V(C9,C10) basins
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experience a loss of 0.29e and 0.27e and 0.23e, respectively, while the V(C2,C3) electron
population increases by 0.53e.

The electron population of V(C2,C3) continues increasing while V(C1,C2), V(C3,C4)
and V(C9,C10) electron populations keep decreasing along the second domain SSD-II (initial
distances, d(C1-C9) = 2.085 Å and d(C4-C10) = 2.327 Å). However, the main topological
changes correspond to the appearance of three new monosynaptic basins (creation of three
fold-type F catastrophes), V(C1), V(C9) and V(C10), integrating each one a population of 0.30,
0.18 and 0.26e, respectively. The electron population of these monosynaptic basins comes
from the reduction in the populations of the disynaptic V(C1,C2) and V(C9,C10) basins.

The beginning of domain SSD-III (d(C1-C9) = 2.047 Å and d(C4-C10) = 2.296 Å) deals
with the creation of a new monosynaptic basin V(C4) with a 0.34 electron population,
corresponding to a fold-type catastrophe. Its population comes from the reduction in the
population of disynaptic V(C3,C4). Furthermore, the electron population of the monosy-
naptic basins V(C1), V(C9) and V(C10) keep growing steadily and hit the pot at 0.57, 0.45,
0.54e, respectively, at the end of the domain.

The passage from the SSD-III domain to SSD-IV (d(C1-C9) = 1.898 Å and
d(C4-C10) = 2.201 Å) describes the formation of the C1-C9 single bond with the trans-
formation of C1-C2 and C9-C10 double bonds into single ones and which corresponds to
the cusp-type catastrophe, Figure 4. The population of 1.20e for the new V(C1,C9) disynaptic
basin comes from the disappearance of V(C1) and V(C9) monosynaptic basins.

Figure 4. ELF basin isosurfaces (η = 0.7) of each of the SSDs found along the IRC associated with
TS2-a. Color labeling of the basins is adopted according to Figure 3.

Finally, in the last domain [SSD-V (d(C1-C9) = 1.728 Å and d(C4-C10) = 1.989 Å)], the
formation of the C4-C10 single bond takes place. The V(C4) and V(C10) basins disappear
and their 0.68e population is transferred to the new V(C4,C10) basin, reflecting the creation
of a C4-C10 bond, that appears with a population of 1.42e. The population of the new
disynaptic basin V(C4,C10) reaches 1.87e at the end of domain.

The main electron density motions can also be schematically drawn using curly arrows,
as shown in Scheme 3.

According to the reaction coordinates at which the different SSDs appear (−0.24,−0.48,
−1.46 and −2.68 Bohr amu1/2) along this reaction pathway, the calculated values of of
Sy and Sabs

y are 0.98 and 0.96, respectively. The value of Sabs
y implies that the topological

changes take place at 96% of the maximum absolute synchronicity, even higher than the
preceding case.
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Scheme 3. Curly arrow representations of the main electron density flows o the reaction from 2 to 3.

Similarly to the previous reaction channel (TS2-a), analysis of electron population
of the selected basins engaged in the formation of new C4-C9 and C1-C10 single bonds
along the bridged channel (TS2-b) are shown in Figure S1 and Table S3. Compared with
the fused channel (TS2-a), BET results show that the bond forming process going through
TS-2b is described by four stability structural domains (SSDs) instead of five. The main
topological changes occur within domains SSD-II (appearance of monosynaptic basins on
C4 and C9), III (appearance of monosynaptic basins on C1 and C10, and disappearance
of the monosynaptic basins on C4 and C9 with concomitant appearance of the disynaptic
V(C4,C9) basin), and IV (disappearance of the monosynaptic basins on C1 and C10 with
concomitant formation of the disynaptic V(C1,C10) basin), Scheme 4 and Figure 5. The
calculated Sabs

y is 0.90. Compared with the preceding analysis (Sabs
y = 0.96) the process of

bond forming along this bridged channel is slightly less synchronous.

Scheme 4. Curly arrow representations of the main electron density flows of the reaction from 2 to 4.

Figure 5. ELF basin isosurfaces (η = 0.7) of each of the SSDs found along the IRC associated with
TS2-b Color labeling of the basins is adopted according to Figure S1.

3.2. Intramolecular Cycloaddition Reaction of Nitrone-Alkene 5

The mechanism of intramolecular 32CA of nitrone-alkene 5 takes place via two path-
ways (fused and bridged, Scheme 5), and for each channel we have carried out the BET anal-
ysis.
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Scheme 5. Synthesis of tricyclic isoxazolidines from the nitrone-alkene 5.

Along the fused channel (TS3-a) yielding the cycloadduct 6, BET reveals that five
SSDs are required for the description of the C3-C4 and O1-C5 forming bond processes,
Figures 6 and 7. Along the first SSD-I (with initial distances d(C3-C4) = 2.977 Å and
d(O1-C5) = 3.057 Å) a slight diminution in the V(O1,N2) basin population coupled with
a slight increase in the V(N2,C3) population is sensed, see Table S4. The second domain
(d(C3-C4) = 2.265 Å and d(O1-C5) = 2.024 Å) starts with a sudden decrease of the V(N2,C3)
basin population due to the creation of a new V(N2) basin with a population of 1.12e (fold
catastrophe) symbolizing the restoration of a lone pair on N2 nitrogen atom. Another two
fold catastrophes, corresponding to the creation of V(C3) and V(C4) monosynaptic basins
that take their population from the V(N2,C3) and V(C4,C5) disynaptic basins, respectively,
occur at the beginning of the third domain (d(C3-C4) = 2.220 Å and d(O1-C5) = 1.976 Å).

Figure 6. Population evolution (in e) of selected basins along the IRC associated with TS3-a.

These two catastrophes illustrate the creation of a pseudo-radical center on C3 [V(C3)
with 0.35e] and C4 [V(C4) with 0.32e] carbon atoms, and which will be involved in the
formation of the C-C bond. The fourth domain (d(C3-C4 = 1.941 Å and d(O1-C5) = 1.698 Å))
deals with creation of the V(O1,C5) disynaptic basin, which corresponds to the formation of
the O1-C5 bond. Its population comes from the reduction in the population of V(O1), which
records a drop of 0.71e. Finally, the fusion of the monosynaptic basins V(C3) and V(C4)
happens at the beginning of the fifth domain (d(C3-C4 = 1.893 Å and d(O1-C5) = 1.653 Å))
with the creation of a new V(C3,C4) corresponding to the formation of C3-C4 bond. The
new V(C3,C4) basin takes its population from the disappearance of the two former V(C3)
and V(C4) monosynaptic basins present since the third domain. See Scheme 6 for a pictorial
description of the electronic flows using curly arrows.
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Figure 7. ELF basin isosurfaces (η = 0.7) of each of the SSDs found along the IRC associated with
TS3-a. Color labeling of the basins is adopted according to Figure 6.

Scheme 6. Curly arrow representations of the main electron density flows of the reaction from 5 to 6.

The different topological changes along this reaction pathway (varying from −8.88
to 13.09 Bohr amu1/2) appear at the following reaction coordinates: −0.33, 0.0, 1.96 and
2.30, −0.27, −1.90 Bohr amu1/2. By using these values, the corresponding values of Sy and
Sabs

y are 0.93 and 0.89, respectively. The formation of new C-C and C-O bonds along TS3-a
takes place with 89% synchronous character.

At variance with the fused channel, the process of forming new bonds along the bridged
channel (TS3-b) is described by a series of seven SSDs, Figures 8 and S2, Scheme 7 and
Table S5. The main difference comes from the creation of the pseudo-radical centers on C3 at
SSD-III, and on C5 at SSD-IV, contrary to the fused channel where the monosynaptic basins
responsible of the formation of the C-C bond (C3 and C4 on that case) have been created at
the same domain (SSD-III). In addition, we note the transient creation of a monosynaptic
basin V(C4), prior to the formation of the O-C bond. Similarly to the fused channel, the
process begins with the creation of V(N2), but is followed in this case by the formation of
the C3-C5 bond, while the appearance of V(O1,C4) finishes the process.

The different topological changes along this reaction pathway appear at the following
reaction coordinates: 1.91, 1.09, 0.82, −0.27, −1.90 and −3.54 Bohr amu1/2. By using
these values, the corresponding values of Sy and Sabs

y are 0.93 and 0.88, respectively. The
process takes place with 88% synchronous character, which is just 1% lower than the
preceding analysis.

3.3. Thermal Decomposition of N-Carbamoyl-L-Proline

The decomposition of N-carbamoyl-L-proline takes place through two different reac-
tion channels along TS4-a and TS4-b, corresponding to the dehydration and deamination
processes, respectively (Scheme 8).
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Figure 8. ELF basin isosurfaces (η = 0.7) of each of the SSDs found along the IRC associated with
TS3-b. Color labeling of the basins is adopted according to Figure S2.

Scheme 7. Curly arrow representations of the main electron density flows of the reaction from 5 to 7.

Scheme 8. Thermal decomposition of N-carbamoyl-L-proline.

For both reaction channels (water and ammonia elimination) five SSDs (see
Figures 9–11 and S3, and Schemes 9 and 10) are found. The electron population evolutions
of each basin engaged in the processes along the IRCs are reported in Tables S6 and S7.

For TS4-a (dehydration process), the transition from SSD-I (initial distances d(C2-
N6) = 2.258 Å and d(O3-H8) = 2.311 Å) to SSD-II (d(C2-N6) = 1.886 Å and d(O3-H8) = 2.192 Å)
deals with the disappearance of the V(N6) monosynaptic basin and the concomitant creation
of the new C2-N6 bond as displayed in Figures 9 and 10 as well as in Scheme 9. This cusp
catastrophe renders the appearance of the new chemical bond, and the initial population
of the V(C2,N6) basin of 1.94e is mainly taken from the former V(N6) (which holds a
population of 1.88e at the end of SSD-I). Along SSD-II the population of the V(C2,O3) basin
records an important drop of 0.40e, which is mainly transferred to V(O3). At the beginning
of SSD-III (d(C2-N6) = 1.647 Å and d(O3-H8) = 1.545 Å), the V(C2,O3) basin disappears,
thus illustrating the cleavage of the C2-O3 bond (cusp catastrophe) and its population is
transferred to the V(O3) basin. This population of V(O3) decreases along the rest of the
process. At the beginning of SSD-IV (d(C2-N6) = 1.629 Å and d(O3-H8) = 1.163 Å) the
main catastrophes recorded are the appearance of two new monosynaptic basins [V(N6)
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with 1.85e and V(H8) with 0.36e] arising from the splitting of the former disynaptic basin
V(N6,H8). The new V(N6) basin illustrates the restoration of the lone pair on the N6
nitrogen atom which was involved in the formation of the C2-N6 bond at the beginning of
SSD-II. Finally, the V(H8) monosynaptic basin disappears at SSD-V with the formation of a
new disynaptic basin, V(O3,H8), which represents the last topological change (formation of
the O3-H8 single bond with a population of 1.86e). The population of V(O3,H8) comes from
the reduction in the population of V(O3), which records a drop of 1.49e at the beginning
of SSD-V (d(C2-N6) = 1.606 Å and d(O3-H8) = 1.061 Å), and also from the disappearance
of V(H8).

Figure 9. Population evolution (in e) of selected basins along the IRC associated with TS4-a.

Figure 10. ELF basin isosurfaces (η = 0.7) of each of the SSDs found along the IRC associated with
TS4-a. Color labeling of the basins is adopted according to Figure 9.
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Figure 11. ELF basin isosurfaces (η = 0.7) of each of the SSDs found along the IRC associated with
TS4-b. Color labeling of the basins is adopted according to Figure S3.

Scheme 9. Curly arrow representations of the main electron density flows of the reaction from 8 to 9.

Scheme 10. Curly arrow representations of the main electron density flows of the reaction from 8
to 10.

Along this reaction pathway, different topological changes (catastrophes) take place
at the following reaction coordinates: −3.19, −0.55, −0.11 and 0.55 Bohr amu1/2. Based
on these coordinates, the calculated values of Sy and Sabs

y are 0.88 and 0.83, respectively.
According to the Sabs

y value, the bond breaking/forming process along water elimination
takes place with 83% synchronous character.

Concerning the deamination reaction process through TS4-b, the second SSD-II cor-
responds to the cleavage of O3-H4 with creation of V(H4) with 0.37e, Figures 11 and S3,
Table S7 and Scheme 10. The remaining population of the former disynaptic basin V(O3,H4)
is transferred to the V(O3) basin. The third SSD-III domain deals with the creation of the
new bond, H4-N6, coming from the merging of two monosynaptic basins, V(H4) and V(N6).
The creation of the new bond H4-N6 via the appearance of V(H4,N6) basin illustrates a
cusp type catastrophe. Another catastrophe appears at the beginning of SSD-IV and repre-
sents the formation of the O3-C5 single bond, V(O3,C5) takes its population mainly from
V(O3). At the last domain (SSD-V), the main topological change is the restoration of the
monosynaptic V(N6) coming from the disappearance of the V(C5-N6) basin.
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Like the previous reaction pathway, the corresponding reaction coordinates of dif-
ferent appeared topological changes are: −3.96, −3.26, 2.09 and 4.90 Bohr amu1/2. The
corresponding Sabs

y is 0.72 and implying a bond forming process along deamination reaction
with 72% of synchronous character.

In Tables S8–S13 the energetic parameters of all stationary points found are collected,
and the corresponding cartesian coordinates are also reported as supplementary materials.

4. Conclusions

The molecular mechanisms of three intramolecular reactions (the rearrangement of
allyloxycycloheptatriene, I, the cycloaddition of a nitrone-alkene, II, and the decomposition
of N-carbamoyl-L-proline, III) have been studied by means of BET, revealing that each
reaction studied presents its own peculiarity for bond breaking and forming processes. The
rearrangement I takes place in two steps, in which a series of four SSDs were observed
during the first step. The process begins with the cleavage of the O8-C9 bond and the
transfer of its electron population to the O8 lone pair, continues with the creation of two
pseudo-radical centers on C6 and C11 carbon atoms and the first step finishes with the forma-
tion of the C6-C11 bond from the V(C6) and V(C11) monosynaptic basins. Considering the
second step related to the conversion of intermediate 2 into tricyclic ketones, two reaction
channels via fused (TS2-a) and bridged (TS2-b) transition structures are possible. For both
channels, the main topological changes take place at the initial domains involving the
creation of monosynaptic basins through fold-type F catastrophes (V(C1), V(C4), V(C9) and
V(C10)), while the two new C-C bonds appear along the last two domains.

BET analysis of the rearrangements for II, reveals the presence of five SSDs describing
the new C-C and O-C bond formation processes for the fused channel, while seven SSDs are
needed to describe the bridged one. The main difference between the two channels comes
from the creation of pseudo-radical centers on C3 and C5 in consecutive SSDs along the
bridged case, in contrast with the fused one, where they appear on C3 and C4 in the same
domain. In addition, we note the transient creation of a monosynaptic basin, V(C4), prior
to the formation of the O-C bond in the bridged case, while in the fused case the equivalent
V(C5) basin does not appear. In both paths, the process begins with the creation of V(N2).
In the fused case, it follows the formation of the O-C bond and the C-C bond formation
finishes the process, while in the bridged case the C-C bond is formed before the O-C one.
It is worth noting that the fused channel has been found to be greatly favored from both a
kinetic as well as a thermodynamic point of view in comparison with the bridged one.

Finally, according to BET analysis, the bond breaking and forming processes along the
rearrangements III take place within five SSDs. For the water elimination pathway, the first
two domains illustrate the formation of a C-N bond and the breaking of a C-O one with
formation of hydroxide ion. The two last domains deal with the restoration of a N nitrogen
lone pair and the creation of a new O-H bond via the cleavage of an H-N bond. For the
deamination process, a different order of appearance for catastrophes is observed, with the
cleavage of the H-O bond followed by the formation of the H-N bond, the formation of the
new C-O bond and the breaking of the C-N bond with restoration of the N lone pair.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https://www.
mdpi.com/article/10.3390/physchem2030015/s1, Figure S1: Population evolution (in e) of selected
basins along the IRC associated with TS2-b; Figure S2: Population evolution (in e) of selected basins
along the IRC associated with TS3-b; Figure S3: Population evolution (in e) of selected basins along
the IRC associated with TS4-b; Table S1: Basin Populations (in e), IRC coordinates (RX, amu1/2.
Bohr) and C6-C11/O8-C9 chemical bonds (in Å) along the TS1 reaction pathway; Table S2: Basin
Populations (in e), IRC coordinates (RX, amu1/2. Bohr) and C1-C9/C4-C10 chemical bonds (in Å)
along the TS2-a reaction path; Table S3: Basin Populations (in e), IRC coordinates (RX, amu1/2.
Bohr) and C1-C10/C4-C9 chemical bonds (in Å) along the TS2-b reaction path; Table S4: Basin
Populations (in e), IRC coordinates (RX, amu1/2. Bohr) and C3-C4/O1-C5 chemical bonds (in Å)
along the TS3-a reaction path; Table S5: Basin Populations (in e), IRC coordinates (RX, amu1/2.
Bohr) and C3-C5/O1-C4 chemical bonds (in Å) along the TS3-b reaction path; Table S6: Basin

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/physchem2030015/s1
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/physchem2030015/s1
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Populations (in e), IRC coordinates (RX, amu1/2. Bohr) and C2-N6/O3-H8 chemical bonds (in Å)
along the TS4-a reaction path; Table S7: Basin Populations (in e), IRC coordinates (RX, amu1/2.
Bohr) and O3-C5/N6-H4 chemical bonds (in Å) along the TS4-b reaction path; Table S8: Relative
electronic energies (∆E, kcal/mol), enthalpies (∆H, kcal/mol), entropies (∆S, cal/mol.K) and Gibbs
free energies (∆G, kcal/mol) of activation and reaction for the thermal sigmatropic rearrangement of
allyloxycycloheptatriene; Table S9: Electronic energies, enthalpies, entropies and Gibbs free energies
(in a.u) of all species involved in the thermal sigmatropic rearrangement of allyloxycycloheptatriene;
Table S10. Relative electronic energies (∆E, kcal/mol), enthalpies (∆H◦, kcal/mol), entropies (∆S◦,
cal/mol.K) and Gibbs free energies (∆G◦, kcal/mol) of activation and reaction for the IM32CA of
nitrone-alkene 5; Table S11: Electronic energies, enthalpies, entropies and Gibbs free energies (in a.u)
of all species involved in the IM32CA of nitrone-alkene 5; Table S12: Relative electronic energies
(∆E, kcal/mol), enthalpies (∆H, kcal/mol), entropies (∆S, cal/mol.K) and Gibbs free energies (∆G,
kcal/mol) of activation and reaction for the Thermal decomposition of N-carbamoyl-L-proline;
Table S13: Electronic energies, enthalpies, entropies and Gibbs free energies (in a.u) of all species
involved in the Thermal decomposition of N-carbamoyl-L-proline; cartesian coordinates.
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